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Based on the problem of e-commerce logistics and distribution network optimization, this paper summarizes the solution ideas
and solutions proposed by domestic and foreign scholars and designs a method to optimize the B2C e-commerce logistics and
distribution network by taking into account the special traffic conditions in the city. +e logistics network optimization model is
established and solved by combining various methods. Taking into account the new target requirements constantly proposed in
the modern logistics environment, the vehicle path problem under the generalized objective function is studied, and the
multidimensional impact maximization problem in this type of problem is proposed and modeled. +e problem follows from the
path planning for emergency material delivery. Given locations, roads, and multiple classes of supplies in a map, each road allows
vehicles to deliver each class of supplies with a certain probability. +e goal of the problem is how to select a finite number of
locations in the map as centers of supplies so that the number of locations that can be effectively covered by vehicle paths from
them is maximized with the desired probability. For the first time, we used a hybrid genetic algorithm to optimize the e-commerce
logistics path, and the optimized results are more reasonable than other algorithms.

1. Introduction

With the vigorous development of information science and
Internet technology, the world has entered the era of the
fourth industrial revolution represented by industrial in-
telligence [1]. A series of new service industries represented
by e-commerce has completely changed people’s lifestyles
and consumption concepts and is still improving people’s
quality of life by continuously enhancing their service ca-
pabilities [2]. Compared with the traditional service model,
this new service model based on information technology
contains several elements: product, information platform,
logistics, and consumer [3, 4]. Among them, as a necessary
link for networked consumption to return to the entity,
logistics service plays an important role, crossing the time
and geographical barriers of consumption activities for
service providers and consumers in [5]. +erefore, the
quality of logistics directly determines the profit of service

providers and the satisfaction of consumers. Under the
premise of constant product quality and total consumption,
the efficiency of logistics services directly restricts the de-
velopment of new service industries [6].

Logistics is the process of the physical flow of services
from providers to consumers, which requires the organic
combination of basic functions such as storage, packaging,
handling, transmission, distribution, loading and unloading,
and information processing [7]. Among them, logistics cost
is the monetary representation of various labor expended in
the spatial movement or time possession of the service entity
and is the sum of human, material, and financial resources
expended in the logistics process [8]. +e logistics industry,
known as the largest industry in the 21st century, has been
facing the problem of how to reduce logistics costs and
improve economic efficiency [9]. It takes the domestic lo-
gistics industry as an example; on the one hand, logistics
enterprises have the characteristics of many types, wide
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range, and a large number: logistics types involving pas-
senger transport, food, drugs, etc.; service types involving
intracity express, long-distance highway transport, air
transport, etc.; in terms of quantity, according to the China
Federation of Logistics and Purchasing statistics, there are
495 a-class logistics enterprises; the five a-class indicators are
consistent, flexibility, flexibility, safety, environmental
protection, etc. According to the statistics of the China
Federation of Logistics and Purchasing, there are 495
A-grade logistics enterprises [10]. On the other hand,
compared with developed countries, domestic logistics en-
terprises are still in the stage of rough economic growth, with
the characteristics of “many, small, scattered, chaotic and
poor.” Besides, logistics enterprises in developing countries
are gradually moving toward consolidation [11]. +erefore,
in the face of fierce industry competition, logistics com-
panies must improve their competitiveness to achieve long-
term healthy development. Among them, the degree of
optimization of the transportation path directly affects the
transportation cost and various indicators in SA. +us, the
vehicle path problem comes into being [12].

In terms of theoretical contributions and solution al-
gorithms, current research on the vehicle path problem is
mainly focused on the study of exact and heuristic algo-
rithms. As shown in Figure 1, the vehicle path problem and
its large number of extended problems and subproblems are
NP-hard, so the exact algorithm will not be able to meet the
running time requirement as the problem size increases, and
thus does not have practical application value [13, 14].
Although the heuristic algorithm can solve the vehicle path
problem in polynomial time, its computational results are
uncertain and cannot be guaranteed to have the desired
performance for all instances of the problem [15]. +e ap-
proximation algorithm can solve the vehicle path problem in
polynomial time while limiting the ratio of the computa-
tional result of the optimal solution from a theoretical
perspective, so this type of algorithm is the most desirable
algorithm in both theoretical and practical applications [16].
When applied to a practical logistics environment, the ap-
proximation algorithm can be heuristically improved to
make its computational results closer to the optimal solution
[17].

In this paper, we take the modern logistics industry as
the application object, establish a mathematical model for
vehicle path problems according to the actual logistics en-
vironment, and design the approximation algorithm with
the specific nature of the model. First, the overall logistics
environment is stratified according to the intercity, intracity,
and terminal area: among them, the intercity logistics en-
vironment targets the transportation environment on one-
dimensional loads such as air routes, railroads, and long-
distance highways. +e intracity logistics environment
considers a two-stage logistics structure with originating
stations, transit stations, and logistics business points; the
terminal area logistics environment is centered on logistics
business points, and the goods are finally dispatched to the
final customers around it, and the distance between the
nodes in this region is close so that it can be simplified as the
European distance [18]. +en, based on the above layers of

logistics environment and their characteristics, the one-di-
mensional vehicle path problem between cities, the two-
stage vehicle path problem within cities, and the Euclidean
plane vehicle path problem in the terminal area are proposed
and modeled, respectively. +e result of using a hybrid
genetic algorithm to e-commerce coordination path is more
reasonable than other algorithms. Also, the multidimen-
sional impact maximization problem is studied, which is a
vehicle path problem in the logistics environment under the
generalized objective function. Finally, combinatorial opti-
mization properties of each problem are analyzed, and then
an approximation algorithm is designed.

2. Study on the Optimization of an Urban
Cooperative Distribution Network Based on
Customer Selection

2.1. Development of MCCSVRP Model for Collaborative Ur-
ban Distribution. +ere are multiple distribution centers of
expressing enterprises within the city. Accepting goods from
truck transportation, the distribution center of the enterprise
is responsible for packing, loading, distribution to different
areas of the township, rural franchise service stations, and
then the township customers can pick up and send goods in
the service stations closer. Distribution center vehicles are
loaded and driven to the unloading location to unload while
picking up the township self-pickup points gathered by the
need to transport the return cargo to other cities [19].
Courier enterprises can exchange distribution tasks through
the way of the formation of a cooperative distribution al-
liance. It reduced the cost of distribution and, at the same
time, improved customer satisfaction in townships, as
shown in Figure 2.

+us, the collaborative urban distribution network op-
timization problem can be positioned as a class of closed
collaborative multicenter vehicle path optimization prob-
lems with simultaneous delivery and pickup mixed loading
characteristics. Before building the model, some reasonable
assumptions need to be made for the problem under study.
Without considering the influence of terrain and traffic, the
distance between the nodes is a straight line distance; the
goods that start from urban distribution centers and are
transported to rural service stations are served by vehicles
with a large vehicle model, and the goods that belong to the
transfer between urban distribution centers are served by
vehicles with a small vehicle model, and the vehicle attri-
butes are known. Without considering the heterogeneity of
goods, the average size of goods is demanded by customers
at a certain time. It is a linear function of the volume of goods
in the distribution center; without considering the dynamics
of demand, the average monthly volume of goods in the
demand node is set as a predetermined value in a certain
time and is stable in a certain time [20]. +e cost is borne by
the distribution center. For the transfer of goods picked up
on the return trip, the transportation cost and cargo han-
dling cost delivered from the distribution center to the
cooperative distribution center are borne by the cooperative
distribution center. +e number of vehicles owned by each
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distribution center can always meet the distribution re-
quirements, and vehicle models of all distribution centers are
the same without considering the heterogeneity of vehicles
[21].

2.2. Urban MCCSVRP Problems Solving Based on Genetic
Algorithm. Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a highly parallel and
stochastic adaptive global optimization algorithm based on
the “survival of the fittest” strategy. As shown in Figure 3, it
represents a set of feasible solutions to a problem as a
computer-operable “chromosome” code; each chromosome
is called an individual, and multiple individuals are defined
to form a set of primitive populations. +rough the genetic
laws of the population (including selection, crossover, and
mutation), iterative evolution continues from generation to
generation until certain performance indicators and con-
vergence conditions are met to find the optimal individual
with the highest value of the fitness function (the optimal or
satisfactory solution to the problem). Compared with other
optimization methods, GA can directly search the objective
function value as the fitness value, which has the charac-
teristics of strong global search capability, flexible search
process, and fast convergence [22]. +erefore, it has been
widely used in all researches related to vehicle path prob-
lems. Based on the GA algorithm structure, the GA algo-
rithm flow framework is designed to solve the MCCSVRP
problem for the special nature of the MCCSVRP problem.

+e goal of the urban distributionMCCSVRP problem is
to design a reasonably cooperative vehicle distribution
network so that the total cost of the whole network is
minimized, and here the total cost includes the following
three components. Relative to the original distribution
scheme, if there is a cooperation between distribution
centers, distribution center h receives goods that distribution
center i needs to deliver to rural service station j and goods
that distribution center h recovers from rural service station
J that need to be transferred to distribution center i, where
the total cost of transferring goods between distribution
centers is Zl, and Zl consists of three parts, which are the
operating cost of the trolley, the fixed usage cost, and the
processing cost of transferring goods by the distribution
center.

Z1 �
 g dhi(  + g vmk( ( 

i∈I c × Lhi + μmk( 
+ dhi × c

f
i . (1)

+e final cost of goods handling for all distribution
centers as Z2 can be expressed as follows:

Z2 �
 j∈Jrij

i∈Iqij × c
f
i

. (2)

When the distribution center delivers and picks up
goods from the township service station, the sum of the
vehicle transportation cost and the fixed usage cost of the
large vehicle, Z3, can be expressed as follows:

Z3 �
 j∈J Lij × x

k
ij × c

bk
 

i∈I NKij × c
f
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+en the total objective function of the problem is as
follows:

maxZ �
Z1 + Z2( 

Z3
. (4)

Constraints on the solution to this problem:
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k
ij ≥ 0, i ∈ I. (6)

3. Genetic AlgorithmBased Analysis of Benefits
Distribution of Logistics
Path Cotransportation

Numerical experiments use arithmetic examples constructed
based on the basic problem, under which each distribution
center delivers goods strictly for the township demand point
it serves. +e maximum loading capacity of the large vehicle
is 550 pieces, the maximum distance traveled is 3 0 km, and
the unit transportation cost is 5 yuan/km. +e maximum
loading capacity of the small car is 300 pieces, and the unit
transportation cost of the small car is 1.2 yuan/km due to
mutual transfer within the city and short distance, without
considering the maximum travel of the small car. +e initial
distribution scheme is constructed based on the basic
problem, which is constructed by determining the location
of the distribution center and the demand points. +e
shortest domain search algorithm is used to select and
connect the different points to form a specific vehicle path.
+e parameters of the algorithm GA proposed in this paper
are set as the chromosome population size of 100, the
maximum number of iteration steps set by the algorithm is
200, the number of iteration steps for chromosome an-
isotropy check is 5, the probability of chromosome crossover
is 0.8, and the probability of variation is 0.25. +e initial
solution is directly used as an initial solution when the
logistics collaborative optimization scheme is used. +rough
the experiment, the optimal individual of the optimization
problemwhen not synergistic is obtained appears in the 53rd
generation, and the optimal result is 6522.11. +e output
optimal individual result is shown in Figure 4.

+e genetic algorithm uses the code of the decision
variable bai as the object of operation and can directly
operate on structural objects such as sets, sequences, ma-
trices, trees, and graphs. +e genetic algorithm directly uses
the objective function value as the search information. It
only uses the fitness function value to measure the indi-
vidual’s goodness and does not involve the process of
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deriving and differentiation of the objective function value.
Because many objective functions are difficult to derive, even
there is no derivative, so this also makes the genetic algo-
rithm show a high degree of superiority. As shown in
Figure 5, we can see that the noncooptimized solution re-
duces the service of DC 1 by 1 distribution vehicle compared
with the initial state, which reduces the total cost by 9.15%;
DC 2 still uses the service of 3 distribution vehicles, which
reduces the total cost by 0.9%; DC 3 also uses the service of 3

distribution vehicles, which reduces the total cost by 0.57%.
+e total cost of the combined network is reduced by 4.13%.
+is demonstrates the effectiveness of the noncoordinated
optimization solution.

Compared with the initial solution, DC2 reduces the
service of 2 distribution vehicles and the sum of distribution
cost and cargo handling cost by 54.8%; compared with the
noncooptimized solution, it reduces the service of 2 dis-
tribution vehicles and the sum of distribution cost and cargo
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Figure 1: Interface diagram of logistics route optimization software.
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handling cost by 54.3%. +e total cost of DC2 is reduced by
46.3% and 45.9%, respectively, because DC2 has to bear the
cost of cargo transfer 197.3 in the synergistic solution. DC3
uses the same number of vehicles for service compared to the
initial solution. +e sum of distribution cost and cargo
handling costs increased by 26.1% and 26.9% compared with
the initial state and the noncooptimized solution, respec-
tively; the total cost of DC3 increased by 38.5% and 39.3%
because DC3 still needs to bear the cargo forwarding cost of
212.15 in the cooptimized solution. +e total network cost of
the e-commerce logistics cooperative distribution solution is
6117.98, which is 10.1% and 6.2% lower than the initial
distribution solution and the noncooperative distribution
solution, respectively.

4. Analysis of e-Commerce Logistics Path
Optimization Results by Terminal-Oriented
Regional Genetic Algorithm

4.1. One-Dimensional Vehicle Path Optimization Analyses in
the Inner City. +e top-level logistics environment in the
modern logistics industry is the intercity logistics envi-
ronment. In the map of this type of environment, the sta-
tions for receiving and sending goods are airports, railroad
stations, or coach stations, etc. In each city, and the roads
between stations are air routes, railroads or highways, etc.
Based on the one-dimensional characteristics of the above
roads in general, this chapter models the map as a one-
dimensional space and thus presents the one-dimensional

vehicle path problem between cities. +e problem is referred
to as the one-dimensional vehicle path problem, and its
objective is to find a set of vehicle paths with the shortest
total length so that the demand at each station is served
within a specified time window, thus minimizing the
transportation cost based on the completion of logistics
tasks. One-dimensional vehicle paths are not only NP-hard
problems but also do not exist for polynomial-time ap-
proximation schemes [23]. To solve the problem, this
chapter designs an asymptotic polynomial-time approxi-
mation scheme, which has polynomial-time complexity and
whose approximation ratio approaches infinitely between 1
with the asymptotic condition. +erefore, under the as-
ymptotic condition, this algorithm is the best algorithm
available for solving the one-dimensional vehicle path
problem. Metaheuristic algorithmsmainly refer to a general-
purpose heuristic algorithm. +e optimization mechanism
of this type of algorithm does not rely too much on the
organizational structure information of the algorithm and
can be widely used in combination optimization of functions
and function calculations.

+is study presents an asymptotic polynomial-time
approximation scheme for solving the one-dimensional
vehicle path problem with multiple stations and time
windows. +e algorithm takes as input the set of originating
stations, the set of customers, the set of one-dimensional
roads, and the vehicle loading capacity. +en, three phases,
rounding, partitioning, and solving, are used to solve the
problem. Among them, the rounding stage includes two
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stages: demand rounding and location rounding; the par-
titioning stage includes two stages: station partitioning and
interstation partitioning; the solution stage includes two
stages: instance solving both sides and intermediate instance
solving [24]. Finally, the algorithm outputs the approximate
solution of the instance in polynomial time.

As shown in Figure 6, it compares the total path lengths
of each problem instance, which are represented in it as
triangular dotted lines, circular dotted lines, and square
dotted lines, respectively. +e x-axis is the number of the
problem instance, and the y-axis is the total path length.
First, it can be seen from the comparison of the three curves
that the total path length tends to increase as the number of
time windows for problem instances increases. +en, the
decreasing trend of each curve shows that the total length of
the path gradually decreases as the number of originating
stations increases. Finally, when the number of origination
points is the same, the total path length gets shorter as the
number of customers on more and more time windows
converges to zero. +is indicates that the fewer the cus-
tomers on a single time window, the smaller the impact of
that time window on the total route length.

4.2. Two-Stage Vehicle Path Optimization Analyses in Inner
Cities. +e service mode of phased delivery has been
commonly adopted in the modern logistics environment for
the following three reasons. From the site point of view,
different types of sites have different characteristics and use,
large sites with large storage capacity and strong service
capacity, small sites are widely distributed and flexible
scheduling, the phased planning can improve site man-
agement and efficiency. For example, large domestic logistics
enterprises have set up logistics sites in the airport so that the
first time after the arrival of goods to count, check, and
sorting operations, to establish the basis for the subsequent
efficient delivery. From the perspective of vehicles, large sites
have a large loading capacity, and small sites can shuttle
vehicles between various narrow roads. Domestic Gulangyu
Island on many streets not only winding narrow and up and
down, very unfavorable to the vehicle, but some roads can

also even only allow the passage of manual board; foreign
such as Italy and France and other ancient streets for
protection does not allow large vehicles to drive. It can be
seen that the phased vehicle has become a necessary con-
dition for the completion of logistics services. Besides, lo-
gistics companies have set up a wide range of logistics
business points in the city. +ey are not only large and
geographically dispersed so that the goods can quickly reach
the final customer around the business point in the sub-
sequent delivery. In summary, phased logistics can take
advantage of the above features to improve service efficiency
and reduce transportation costs [25].

+e instances come with one originating station and two
transit stations with a different number of customers and
different demand for different instances; the edge length
between two nodes is their Euclidean distance; for the first
stage, the number of available vehicles per originating sta-
tion is 4 and the vehicle capacity is 15000; for the second
stage and the adaptive stage, the number of available vehicles
per originating station or transit station is 3 and the vehicle
loading capacity is 60000. In terms of experimental pa-
rameters, when solving the set of instances 1, there is no
delay in the solution time for the algorithm within the outer
loop number of 50, and the improvement of the result when
the inner loop number is greater than s is already very small,
so the outer and inner loop numbers are set to 50 and 5,
respectively. In terms of search steps, adding all neighboring
nodes of each customer node 2 does not reduce the solution
speed of the algorithm when constructing from. In solving
the set of instances 2 and 3, for the above reasons, the
number of outer loops is set to 15, the number of inner loops
to 20, and the search step size to 0.1. +e number of
neighboring clients from it is 21.

It compares the lower bound on the optimal solution and
the total length of feasible solutions for the adaptive two-
stage vehicle path problem in different transit stations with
the total length of feasible solutions for the classical two-
stage vehicle path problem, which are represented as tri-
angular dotted lines, circular dotted lines, and square dotted
lines in Figure 7. +e x-axis indicates the number of in-
stances and the y-axis indicates the total length of the path. It
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can be seen that this shows that the use of adaptive paths can
improve the optimal solution of the two-stage vehicle path
problem.

4.3. Europlanar Vehicle Path Optimization Analyses for
Terminal Areas. +e terminal area dispatches goods from
the logistics business point to the final customer. From the
practical application point of view, the logistics business
point is close to the surrounding customers, so the road
length in the map can be simplified to the Euclidean dis-
tance; from the computational theory point of view, even if
the map is restricted to the Euclidean plane, the vehicle path
problem is still NP-hard. +erefore, this chapter studies the
Euclidean plane vehicle path problems in the terminal area,
specifically, three types of problems are studied step by step

in-depth: traveler problems with time windows, vehicle path
problems with time windows, and vehicle path problems
with multiple stops and time windows [26].

We assume that the time for the computer to execute
each basic operation of the algorithm is a fixed unit of time,
so how many basic operations there are represents how
many units of time it will take. Obviously, for different
machine environments, the exact unit time is different, but
how many basic operations (that is, how many time units it
takes) for the algorithm is the same in the order of mag-
nitude, so the influence of the machine environment can be
ignored.

+e above problems is related in terms of mathematical
models in a step-by-step extension. In terms of solution
algorithms, a polynomial-time approximation scheme is first
proposed for the traveler problemwith time windows, which
provide the key mathematical tools and theoretical support
for the design of approximation algorithms for the latter two
problems. On this basis, the proposed polynomial-time
approximation scheme is proposed for the latter two
problems. +e theoretical analysis of the performance of the
above algorithms and experimental results shows that they
are efficient in both computational theory and practical
applications [27].

In practical applications, the classical vehicle path problem
on the European plane needs to be extended. For example, in
the European plane vehicle path problem with multiple sta-
tions, vehicles depart from different business points to serve
customers. For example, in the logistics environment of
multiple business points in Shenzhen, unified planning of
vehicle paths from each business point can shorten the path
length and save transportation costs from a global perspective.
+e time window of the European-style plane vehicle path
problem also has practical application value. For example,
logistics companies provide customers with optional time
windows in their courier services, and customers can choose
one for receiving goods. How to solve the vehicle path with the
shortest total length on the basis that all customers receive the
goods within the specified time window is a combinatorial
optimization problem with theoretical significance and prac-
tical application value.

+e computational results of the approximate algorithm
and the comparison algorithm are compared in Figure 8,
where the x-axis is the number of problem instances and the
y-axis is the total length of the path. First, it is easy to see that
the approximate algorithm outperforms the comparison
algorithm in terms of computation results on each instance.
Second, it can be concluded from the rising trend of each
curve that an increasing number of time windows signifi-
cantly increases the total length of the path of the ap-
proximate solution. Besides, the fewer the number of clients
on a given time window, the less it affects the approximate
solution.

+e last class of experiments runs on a genetic algorithm
model with multiple material types, where “mixed” means that
the probabilities on each edge are different for different ma-
terial types. As shown in Figure 9, it presents the results of the
experiments running the hybrid cascademodel for two types of
materials, where the probabilities are set to (0.1, 0.2), (0.1, 0.3),
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and (0.1, 0.5), respectively. It can be seen that when the
probability of the delivery model is fixed at 0.1 for one type of
material and increases for another type of material, the number
of nodes effectively covered increases in the end. In this paper,
experimental results are given for a mixed cascade model
running on three types of supplies, where the settings of the
impact probabilities are (0.1, 0.3, 0.5) and (0.2, 0.3, 0.4), re-
spectively. +e final number of nodes effectively covered is 200
and 450, respectively. +is result indicates that the smallest
probability determines the number of nodes covered under the
condition that the number of material types is the same. +e
experimental results of the hybrid cascade model with 5 types
of materials and their probabilities of (0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8) can
be seen that the number of nodes covered on the hybrid
cascade model is still acceptable when the number of material
types reaches 5.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, for the modern logistics industry, the whole
logistics environment is stratified according to intercity,
intracity and terminal area, and the mathematical model of
the vehicle path problem is established, the combinatorial
optimization property of the model is proved, and the ap-
proximation algorithm for solving the corresponding model
is designed, respectively, with the characteristics of each
logistics environment. First, an integer linear programming
model is developed for the problem and extended to any
stage. +en, the lower bound of the optimal solution on this
model is proposed and proved, which is better than the
optimal solution of the linear relaxation model of the
problem. Finally, a gradient descent algorithm is designed
based on the lower bound of the optimal solution. For the
logistics environment in the terminal area, three types of
Euclidean planar vehicle path problems are proposed.
Traveler problems with time windows are in a hierarchically
extended relationship in terms of mathematical models and
approximation algorithms. +e time window constraint is
introduced to the Euclidean plane traveler problem, and the
structure of the path is analyzed with the nature of the
traveler problem to design a polynomial-time approxima-
tion scheme for solving this problem. For complex and
multioptimization objectives in real logistics environments,
the vehicle path problem under the corresponding gener-
alized objective function is modeled, while other classical
combinatorial optimization problems are incorporated so
that effective mathematical tools can be introduced to design
the solution algorithm.
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